legends

anywhere stories
the story of chakapas
Adam Ballantyne • Collected and Transcribed by Prentice G. Downes
• Woodcuts by Annie Downes Catterson
cree legends of pelican narrows, no. 1

A traditional Woodland Cree legend and an
excellent narrative of the Cree belief in
animism. It tells of the heroic efforts of Least
Mouse in releasing the Moon from his
hubristic human captor.
1894131568 • pb • $ 9.95 • 9 x 12 • 32 pages
13 woodcuts

wisakyjak and the new world
Adam Ballantyne • Transcribed and edited by Prentice G. Downes
• Woodcuts by Annie Downes Catterson
cree legends of pelican narrows, no. 2

Wisakyjak is the central figure in this
Woodland Cree foundation myth. Clever One,
trickster, and friend, Wisakyjak transformed
the forest so that it appears as it does today.
0921254342 • pb • $ 9.95 • 9 x 12 • 48 pages
17 woodcuts
✸ children’s book centre choice award

the legend of the mimigwesseos
Adam Ballantyne • Transcribed and Edited by Prentice G. Downes
• Woodcuts by Annie Downes Catterson
cree legends of pelican narrows, no. 3

In Cree legend, mimigwesseos lived among
rocks on islands and in the ledges and cliffs
of lakes and rivers; elf-like creatures with
flat, noseless faces, they were sometimes
helpful but not to be meddled with.
0921254806 • pb • $ 9.95 • 9 x 12 • 40 pages
15 woodcuts

Leo Sawicki • Colour artwork by Leo (Sweet Pea) Neilson
This classic collection of short stories, drawn
from the richly diverse customs and ceremonies
of North American Indians, introduces readers to
the storytelling tradition. (Includes questions
and project ideas for teachers and students.)
0921254474 • pb • $ 9.95 • 6 x 9 • 80 pages
colour plates

anytime stories
Leo Sawicki • Line drawings by Michael Robinson
More stories about native children’s formative
experiences that “lend themselves well to an
enrichment of an (aboriginal) study unit.”
— Canadian Review of Materials.
(Includes questions and project ideas for teachers
and students.)
0920806783 • hc • $ 9.95 • 5 x 8 • 64 pages

all that once was will be again
an iroquois story
Alex Mogelon • Illustrations by Ronna Mogelon
Gripped by terrifying, masked visions, the impatient
Gaheska discovers he still has much to learn — about
his people, his culture, and himself. An Iroquoian
tale of self-discovery that examines the timeless
negotiation between an individual’s desires
and a community’s demands
1894131827 • pb • $ 13.95 • 6 x 9 • 72 pages • illustrations

where only the elders go
Jan Bourdeau Waboose • Colour artwork by Halina Below
On hearing the call of a loon, an Ojibway boy
remembers a story of long ago. Mishomis comes to
a peaceful lake. The place is sacred, and the loon is
calling because it is time for Mishomis to pass on.
1894131460 • pb • $ 12.95 • 8 x 8 • 30 pages
✸ children’s book centre choice award

legends from the forest

greenmantle

Chief Thomas Fiddler • Edited by James R. Stevens • Trans. by Edtrip Fiddler

Jocelyn Villeneuve • Line drawings by Luc Robert
Adapted from an Ojibway legend, Greenmantle
tells of the capture of Chief Ogama Eagle’s
beautiful daughter by the Sioux. The late Jocelyn
Villeneuve was a librarian in Sudbury, Ontario.

cree legends of sandy lake, no. 1

An indispensible text for understanding the
boreal culture of the North, Legends of the Forest is a
collection of foundation stories and other legends
as passed down through generations by the Sandy
Lake Cree.

0921254520 • pb • $ 9.95 • 6 x 9 • 72 pages

0920806643 • pb • $ 16.95 • 6 x 9 • 120 pages • illustrated

sacred legends

nanna bijou

Carl Ray and James R. Stevens

the sleeping giant

cree legends of sandy lake, no. 3

“The best collection of Cree Myths.”
— Winnipeg Free Press.
“Marvelous … I heartily recommend it to all
readers, and especially to those who realize how
dangerous the alienation of modern man from his
world has become.” — Farley Mowat
0921254776 • pb • $ 16.95 • 6 x 9 • 160 pages

Jocelyn Villeneuve • Illustrations by Luc Robert
A gently moving homage to the land.
“A delightful book. The clearness of the prose
and simplicity of the story make the book ideal
for reading out loud to children.”
— Globe and Mail
0920806260 • pb • $ 6.95 • 4 x 7 • 48 pages

poetry

thirteen moons : treize lunes

greendream
Joseph McLeod
“Honest and absorbing reading … fresh, wellcleaned and perfectly clear — an imaginative
accomplishment.” — Paul Serralheiro, Concordia.
Joseph McLeod is a playwright, educator, and poet,
and author of Conversations with Maria, Cleaning the
Bones, and Protect this House, among others.

Robert Chute • Traduit par Christian Bédard
An exquisite longpoem based on the life of the
Jesuit scholar and Abanaki lexicographer, Sebastian
Rale, friend and priest to the Norrigwock Indians for
more than thirty years. Chute’s fragmented narrative
captures the subtlety and complexity of Rale’s
mission.
0920806295 • hc • $ 19.95 • 6 x 9 • 72 pages
bilingual edition

0920806384 • pb • $ 6.95 • 6 x 9 • 72 pages

rim poems
Joseph McLeod
penumbra press poetry series, no. 24

iroquois fires

“When the maker of the world completed his work,
he became aware of malevolent spirits roaming
through his creation … ” These poems draw us into
a world of aboriginal fallen titans, the Rim People,
who inhabit a world of paradox, guile, and cunning.

the six nations lyrics and lore of dawendine
Bernice Loft Winslow (Dawendine) • Preface by George Beaver • Illustrations
by C.W. Jefferys, William D. Loft, and T.W. McLean • Edited by Robert Stacey
and Donald Smith
penumbra press poetry series, no. 40

Dawendine was the daughter of distinguished chief
and Mohawk elder William D. Loft. This volume
collects the original poetry, legends, and descriptions
of life on the Six Nations Reservation.
092125475x • pb • $ 19.95 • 6 x 9 • 160 pages
40 drawings, 3 b&w reproductions of paintings,
and 25 b&w archival photos

0921254229 • pb • $ 9.95 • 6 x 9 • 96 pages

the minor odyssey
of lollie ‘heronfeathers’ singer
Lenny Everson
penumbra press poetry series, no. 48

the efficiency of killers

This is the meandering journey of Lollie, nicknamed
‘Feathers’ for her singular brush with a heron. She’s
now 45, divorced, befuddled, and, as far as she can
tell, Polish. But all of that’s about to change.

Ian McCulloch

1894131126 • pb • $ 17.95 • 6 x 9 • 128 pages
penumbra press poetry series, no. 18

“These poems speak to both heart and head in
language sometimes colloquial, sometimes
intellectual, but always precise.”
— Ken Stange
Ian McCulloch resides in North Bay, Ontario.
092080697x • pb • $ 9.95 • 6 x 9 • 72 pages

the land they occupied
John Flood
John Flood delves into the dark heart of Duncan
Campbell Scott’s James Bay encounter. In imagining
select events, these stark, incisive poems remind us,
perhaps, why we are still reeling from the
repercussions of those early land title negotiations.
0889840148 • hc • $ 19.95 • 6 x 9 • 64 pages

the moon of hunger
Ian McCulloch
Ian McCulloch renders his abo riginal experiences
in startling and crisp language. His metaphors and
images explore his mixed Cree and white ancestry,
evoking elegant ambiguity and evincing a supple,
delicate tension.
0920806333 • pb • $ 5.95 • 6 x 9 • 48 pages

parables and rain
Ian McCulloch • Cover art by Ken Stange

fiction

my name is louis
Janet Craig James
An Indian teen in northern Ontario shows promising
artistic talent. When offered the chance to move to
Toronto to study and exhibit his work, he must
choose between life as an artist and life with his
family.
0921254067 • pb • $ 9.95 • 6 x 9 • 128 pages • young adult

penumbra press poetry series, no. 33

inscription rock

“His poems reach outside themselves to deepen
our understanding of the spiritual side of human
nature. We may hope (he) will be heard by a
growing audience”
— Canadian Literature

Gordon Johnston • Illustrated by Mary Weymark Goss
History and fiction entwine in this multi-stranded
novel that shuttles between the known and the
imagined, animating the complexity of ancient
Egyptian and Ojibway cultures.

0921254598 • pb • $ 10.95 • 6 x 9 • 104 pages

0920806201 • pb • $ 7.95 • 6 x 9 • 72 pages

fiction

non-fiction

kiyask

out of muskoka

Mary Tanguay • Illustrations by Tim Yearington
The story of a Cree boy who is asked by his teacher to
care for an injured seagull found in the schoolyard.
The adventure imparts wisdom on the boy, his family,
his classmates — and his teacher.

James Bartleman
After being viciously assaulted in a South African
hotel room, James Bartleman underwent a prolonged
period of post-traumatic stress. The result is this
pathbreaking memoir by Ontario’s lieutenant
governor that takes a keen look at race relations,
while exploring the author’s mixed ancestry, native
and white.

189131584 • pb • $ 9.95 • 6 x 9 • 38 pages • juvenile

1894131312 • hc • $ 29.95 • 6 x 9 • 144 pages • b&w photos
✸ the joseph brant award, ontario historical society

sammy goes to residential school
Mary Lingman • Illustrations by Susan Ross
This novella for young readers centres on a Cree boy
forced to leave his home on a northern reservation to
attend residential school. Sammy struggles with the
deprivation of his personal space, his language, and
culture. Lingman approaches the story sensitively and
honestly, contrasting life on the reserve with Sammy’s
new surroundings.

killing the shamen
Thomas Fiddler and James R. Stevens
cree legends of sandy lake, no. 2

In 1907, one of the most unusual cases in the history
of Canadian jurisprudence commenced, in which
cultural codes stood utterly opposed. This is an
engrossing historical account of a ‘murder,’ the trial,
and the aftermath.

0921264334 • pb • $ 10.95 • 6 x 9 • 96 pages • juvenile

0920806813 • pb • $ 24.95 • 6 x 9 • 222 pages
30 b&w archival photos

smoke
Dawn Richardson
Like her father, Grey Owl (Archie Belaney), Dawn
Richardson wrote to make readers aware of the
delicate balance in nature. Set in the wilderness,
Smoke brings together a Métis boy, his family,
and a wolf. A compassionate yet realistic tale of
life in the bush.
189413124x • pb • $ 14.95 • 6 x 9 • 112 pages • young adult

grey owl’s
favorite wilderness revisited
Allison Mitcham • Drawings and photographs by Peter Mitcham
Much has changed since Allison Mitcham’s first study
of Grey Owl (Archie Belaney) in 1981. She returns to
Temagami and Biscotasing to examine the wake of
decades of change.
0921254393 • pb • $ 12.95 • 6 x 8 • 104 pages

charlie shapwaykeesic
Bill Walton • Cover art by Allen Angeconeb
Join Charlie Shapwaykeesic, fictional Cree shaman and
storyteller, as he traces the history of his peo ple from
before the arrival of settlers to the present. Against the
erosion of Cree traditions, Charlie articulates an
alternative vision in which native values inform,
rework, and challenge dominant ways of being.
0921254636 • pb • $ 12.95 • 6 x 9 • 128 pages • young adult

rises a moral man
B.J. (Brad) Smith
Brad Smith’s impressive first novel portrays a young
lawyer’s attempt to discover his roots, from Toronto
to Moosonee to Moose Jaw and back again. It is a
brisk, neo-noir story of love and torment, intrigue
and suspense.
0920806880 • pb • $ 14.95 • 6 x 9 • 205 pages

Looking for …
aboriginal and northern books?
www.penumbrapress.ca

21 b&w photos, 5 maps and drawings

kenojuak
the life story of an inuit artist
Ansgar Walk
An engrossing account of the life of Kenojuak
Ashevak, a pioneer of Inuit art and an influential
artist, printmaker, and carver from Cape Dorset,
North West Territories.
0921254954 • hc • $ 39.95 • 7 x 9 • 248 pages
64 colour photos

the voice of the natives
the canadian north and alaska
Hans-Ludwig Blohm
The culmination of decades of Hans
Blohm’s travels to the North, in which he
earned the trust of inhabitants, many who
have contributed their own writings
to this remarkable book.
“Those pictures? I can never understand how anyone can look at
that land and not want to go there."
— Peter Gzowski, Globe and Mail
1894131134 • hc • $ 65.00 • 9 x 12 • 208 pages
123 colour and 40 b&w archival photos

